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ABOUT US
Launched in 1991, POTATO Review
very quickly became established as
one of Europe’s top specialist
agriculture journals. Now into our
27th year and POTATO Review
continues to be regarded as the
magazine for the potato industry.
We aim to produce a
well-balanced, high quality journal
that keeps our readers and clients
well informed. POTATO Review
is circulated largely to registered
growers and merchants throughout
the UK, as well as other specialist
and smaller growers, processors,
agronomists, researchers, through to
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supermarket buyers. Total distribution
is approx. 6000 copies both in the UK
and over 50 countries worldwide. We
also have a website, which is well
used by the industry.
POTATO Review welcomes
information on new products and
processes, including technical
articles, trials results and case
studies. Contributions must be
objective and may not be used for
promotional purposes without prior
agreement. If you have an editorial
or news item you wish to submit for
consideration please email it to
David Mossman:
edit@potatoreview.com
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A new Parti-coloured variety from IPM

Varieties for all tastes
and markets

David Mossman joined potato growers, agronomists, packers and processors on a
tour of variety demonstration plots in the eastern counties just as the 2017 maincrop
harvest was getting underway.

T

he annual round of breeders’
trials in Lincolnshire and
Cambridgeshire presents an
ideal opportunity for ware
producers to learn about buyers’
preferences while assessing new offerings
from major European seed houses
including Agrico, IPM, Meijer and HZPC.
Thanks to the efforts of the British Potato
Trade Association, visitors at this year’s
shows were able to get around competing
plots with relative ease over two days in
early September.
Breeders are also getting better
at concentrating their efforts on
varieties which are either close to
commercialisation or already finding
favour with mainstream customers.
Predictably, key attributes included
blight resistance ( for organic growers in
particular), taste, uniformity and high
baker fractions ( for prepackers), and

reliable quality and storage characteristics,
for processing crops. PCN resistance and
tolerance were high on the list for packers
and processors alike.
Agrico UK’s trials were hosted
by Crowland Fresh Produce, near
Peterborough, IPM and HZPC UK plots
were at Heath Lane, Normanton near
Grantham, courtesy of G. R. Ward & Co.
Meijer Seed Potato Ltd, Solana Seeds UK
and Grampian Growers were at Farmcare’s
Coldham Hall estate near Wisbech.
Two years ago at Newborough near
Thorney, Agrico UK introduced a new
variety for the salad category. Bellanita
stood out again at Hundreds farm,
Crowland, this September, having
produced huge numbers of attractive
oval tubers.
‘Nineteen companies took trial samples
last year and the feedback we had was
extremely positive,’ reported Russ Kelsey.

‘Athlete came in at 19.4% dry matter on
this site with Bellanita a little bit lower at
17.2%, but what you have to bear in mind is
that this is not a salad trial here – Bellanita
has been grown in a conventional way on
a processing farm. We had both varieties
on our salad plots at Digby just south of
Lincoln and what you see here is probably
a shadow of what we saw up there. Athlete
produced 1.2 million tubers per hectare
while Bellanita produced massive yields
with 1.5 to 1.6 million. There were 492
tubers on this plot here with 486 of them
under 45mm.
‘Athlete is an organic coming into the
conventional market but Bellanita is a true
conventional variety and everyone who
has tried it says it eats extremely well. Our
colleagues in Europe grow it on a little bit
longer but the taste and flavour carries
through into larger tubers and I think it has
a great future.

Andean Sunside
for something different and you can’t get
more different than this. It’s a Solanum
phureja cross with high carotenoid levels
and very much a niche variety. It is being
grown quite widely in Spain and Portugal
because of its health attributes and if you
put it in with Cerisa, which is in the next
plot here, you have a rainbow pack which

looks quite nice. Cerisa is a fantastic
high-yielding variety with excellent taste
and flavour but it’s probably too different
for the UK market…there’s no pleasing
some customers.’
There was something of an organic
theme at Crowland with blight resistant
table varieties including Twister and
Twinner (both from the same Dutch
hobby breeder) grown alongside Athlete.
The organic market has enjoyed mixed
fortunes in recent years but Agrico’s Dutch
bosses continue to promote their Bioselect
portfolio. The withdrawal of copper
oxychloride, which took effect this autumn,
has undoubtedly prompted renewed
interest in varieties with enhanced ability
to cope with the annual disease onslaught.
‘We first saw Twinner three years ago
and were amazed at how little blight there
was on the foliage,’ Ross Kelsey recalled.
‘On this site it’s a little bit mixed in size but
it is normally more uniform. The breeder is
really focused on blight resistant varieties
and this one is probably a year ahead
of Twister in terms of seed availability.

Personally, I think Twister is the better one,
not just because it is a bolder shape but
because it eats better.
‘The organic market it not as buoyant
here as it is on the Continent. I think it
has plateaued and production is now in
the hands of fewer dedicated growers. We
have to be careful about pigeonholing our
varieties but with pressure on fungicides
I think that Twinner and Twister, which
are totally blight resistant with good dry
matter, are going to become more and
more important.’
Getting back to mainstream packers
Mr Kelsey picked out Constance. ‘Every
year we get good feedback on this one,’ he
noted. ‘It’s an early maincrop with a big
percentage of bakers. Last year we had
three crops that suffered with a little bit
of growth cracking but when we dug down
a bit deeper into the causes we found that
in one case it was a fertiliser problem
while the other two had been subjected
to extremely volatile temperatures, and
that just played around with cell tension
in the tubers.
‘I think Constance has huge potential,’
he insisted. ‘Already in Italy they are up to
1000 acres and here it is being grown by
35 different customers, but of all the
varieties we have in our portfolio Carolus
will be the first one to sell out this year.
Demand has been ridiculous due to its
total blight resistance and good foliage
characteristics. It looks good, it has dry
matter and it will process.
‘We now sell more Carolus seed into
Scandinavia, for example, than anything
else and it’s really starting to make a
name for itself. This coming year, if it goes
through their trials well, we’ll see two
UK packers putting it on their lists as a
parti-coloured King Edward replacement.
It is ticking all the boxes in terms of
sustainability and growers won’t have to
spray this one at all,’ he claimed.
Twister

Cerisa
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Trials support for new
blight chemistry
Disease plots monitored by SRUC and ADAS have
confirmed the efficacy of a new fungicide, even when
application timing was stretched to a full 10 days. DuPont
technical staff will be at BP2017 with details of application
rates, product formulation and recommendations for use.

Z

orvec (oxathiapiprolin) was
granted EU registration in July
this year with a test volume
registered and sold in Ireland. A
final season of trials here showed strong
results ahead of an anticipated UK product
launch in the spring of 2018. The focus of
this year’s tests has been the use of Zorvec
(in conjunction with a DuPont partner
product) applied during the rapid growth

phase of the crop to make best use of
properties which include contact, systemic
and translaminar activity (see Potato
Review, May/June 2017).
Ruairidh Bain has been running blight
trials at SRUC’s Auchincruive field
station in Ayrshire for more than 30 years
and has given the new active a glowing
endorsement. He reports that Zorvec has
performed consistently well since it was

introduced into the test programme back
in 2008 and although this season was not
especially challenging, he confirmed that
the DuPont programme far outstripped
standard blight treatments.
‘We are in a river valley surrounded by
hills and trees and everything gets pretty
well tested here,’ said Dr Bain. ‘It’s not
been a particularly high-risk year but the
blight epidemic was relatively steady and
severe blight developed towards the end
of the season just before our field event
in September so the differences between
treatments showed up well.
‘Our trials are inoculated and every year
we spend time laying out an irrigation
system, though it’s not very often that we
have to turn it on. We have well over a

Untreated
hundred different treatments with some
trials looking at protection of new growth,
others looking at stable canopy. We use
King Edward for most trials or Shepody
where there is a particular interest in tuber
blight.
‘Quite often treatments have fallen away
by the time people come to our Blight
event but with Zorvec the plots were
still very green and the level of control
has been very good this season – and it’s
been like that every year. Used at 10-day
intervals, Zorvec plus its partner has been
outperforming competitor treatments
applied at seven days.
‘It’s the most impressive fungicide I have
seen in all the years I have been involved in
blight trials,’ Dr Bain concluded. ‘One of its
outstanding features is its ability to protect
new growth and that’s obviously a key
strength. It is also providing growers with
another new mode of action.’
Faye Ritchie, lead researcher on ADAS
blight trials, seems similarly convinced
about the efficacy of Zorvec. ‘We’ve
had it in our trials since 2010 and we’ve
experienced a range of conditions,
including 2013 and 2016 which were
high-pressure years. At seven and ten
day intervals its performance has been
impressive,’ she commented.
‘The level of control has been excellent.
We use susceptible varieties on sites
treated with Zorvec and we’ve hardly
found any blight at the end of the season.
‘We do our trials in mid-Wales near
Aberystwyth. We don’t irrigate, the
epidemic is often naturally occurring and
we don’t have to inoculate, so we’re talking
about a high-risk situation. We have a
range of different projects on the site and
Zorvec has been tested when we’ve had
both 13_A2 and 6_A1 strains on the site.

Standard 7 days

Zorvek 10 days
Therefore, it was effective against both
dominant strains in GB.
‘In all the years that we’ve tested it,
Zorvec has exceeded the performance
of standard treatments,’ Dr Ritchie
concluded. ‘This season we couldn’t
separate the seven and 10-day treatments
applied during rapid haulm growth – the
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results were almost identical, with little or
no blight recorded, even though we were
at 100% infection in our untreated controls
by the end of August. I would describe
Zorvec as a step forward in blight control.
It’s an effective new addition and it’s good
to have another mode of action coming
into the market, for sure.’
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